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nature to the determination of quantities by operations with
numbers/'
He quotes the analogy of a ray of light with the path of
a particle and of a wave. Then he comments on the analogy
of the formulae describing the flow of heat with those relating
to attractions demonstrated by Thomson when a youth. In
the discussion of the conduction of heat "the -word force is
foreign to the subject. Yet we find that the mathematical
laws of the uniform motion of heat in homogeneous media
are identical in form with those of attractions varying
inversely as the square of the distance."
"Now the conduction of heat is supposed to proceed by
an action between contiguous parts of a medium, while the
force of attraction is a relation between distant bodies, and
yet if we knew nothing more than is expressed in the
mathematical formulae there would be nothing to distinguish
between the one set of phenomena and the other."
He explains that "lines of force" may conveniently be
represented by "fine tubes of variable section carrying an
incompressible fluid." The intensity besides the direction
of the force at any point may be represented by the move-
ment of the fluid. "In the case of a perfectly arbitrary
system of forces there will generally be interstices between
the tubes, but in the case of electric and magnetic forces it
is possible to arrange the tubes so as to leave no interstices.
The tubes will then be mere surfaces, directing the motion
of a fluid filling up all space." He remarks that the mathe-
matical study of electric and magnetic forces has usually
been based on the description of a model in which these
forces are assumed to be analogous to reactions between
certain points, but he now proposes to conduct the mathe-
matical study on the assumption that the reactions of the
forces are analogous to the reactions in the hydrodynamical
model he has just described. He then proceeds to show
that "the laws of the attractions and inductive actions of
magnets and currents may be clearly conceived, without
making any assumptions as to the physical nature of
electricity, or adding anything to that which has been
already proved by experiment." He has already written

